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FROMTHEEXPERT'SDESK
these forms of assistance, it is vital
that we build an understanding of the
Dr Christopher Townley,
benefits of competition (and its limits).
Reader in International Competition This means educating consumers and
businesses of their rights (and
Law and Regulation,
obligations), as well as training
The Dickson Poon School of Law,
lawyers and accountants to represent
Somerset House East Wing,
them.

King's College London,
Strand,
LONDON WC2R 2LS

T

here is widespread agreement
that competition laws can both
suppor t and encourage
development. Certainly there has been
an explosion of competition laws in the
last 25 years, in countries rich and
poor. There are now over 100 systems
of competition law in the world.
Nevertheless, the mere existence of
competition laws is not enough.
Political suppor t, for example, is
invaluable for breathing life into a
competition system. Better-resourced
competition authorities are more able
to make better and faster decisions.

Political support is also important
where competition authorities clash
with powerful stakeholders, as the
authorities strive to liberate their
economies from public and private
restrictions.
Another kind of support that seems
vital is practical help and training for
competition authorities. There are now
many foci of suppor t, such as
UNCTAD, the International Competition
Network Training on Demand project
and proactive authorities (such as the
EU and the US authorities and the
Turkish Competition Authority) that
provide this assistance. In addition to

Perhaps the foundations of an
education effort like this is, is to
introduce competition law and
economics courses in universities. A
strong, vibrant academic community
can nurture and encourage those who
work in this field; yet, this is often
ignored. It is a subject upon which I
have written before (Townley, Shahein,
Whish, Co-operating in the
Development of Competition Law and
Economics in New Jurisdictions, in
Whish and Townley, New Competition
Jurisdictions (2012) Edward Elgar,
Cheltenham).
I was delighted when I was
approached by TRTA II to help develop
a competition and consumer law
training programme with the
Competition Commission of Pakistan
(CCP).

Maliha from CCP came to the UK, with
the support of TRTA II programme for a
month so that I could provide her more
focused support in the drafting of the
course, and so that she could attend
lectures and tutorials in a whole range
of disciplines at King's College
London.Having finished writing the
course and agreeing its style and
content, the final stage will be to deliver
this for the first time to her CCP
colleagues.
It has been a great experience working
on this programme. It is our hope that,
once Maliha's university course starts,
she will be able to inspire hundreds of
students from her own country. Some
of these students will become lawyers
and will be able to use competition law
to help their clients, or to defend them.
Some of her students may be inspired
to work for the CCP itself, to better
protect consumers in Pakistan. Best of
all, all of her students will be
consumers, and they will be better
armed in their dealings with business
to ensure that they are getting a fair
deal. What could be more powerful
and effective than that?

MESSAGECORNER
Vadiyya Khalil
Chairperson
Competition Commission Of
Pakistan
7th Floor South , ISE Towers
55-B, Jinnah Avenue,
Islamabad, Pakistan.

competition agency.

U

nder the guidance of European
U n i o n ' s Tr a d e R e l a t e d
Te c h n i c a l A s s i s t a n c e
programme (Phase II), the
Commission has been closely
working with the International Trade
Centre in Pakistan on two research
studies and three training modules
with the oversight of international
experts.
The three training/outreach modules
are focussed on merger review
guidelines, a competition law and
economics course for law students,
and the hallmarks of an effective
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The two research studies are focused
on the viability of a South Asia
Competition Network for the SAARC
countries, based on the objectives of
U N C TA D ' s C o m p e t i t i o n a n d
Consumer Protection for All
(COMPAL) programme. UNCTAD has
had much success in Latin America in
strengthening the competition policy
regime, courtesy of COMPAL and we
hope to benefit from this programme
in South Asia, given the large number
of consumers. The other study is
focused on the freight transport sector
i n Pa k i s t a n . G i v e n t h e r e c e n t
developments regarding the China-

This has truly been an international partnership and I am grateful to
the TRTA II programme for facilitating our interaction
with international experts for these activities.
Pakistan Economic Corridor, it is our
hope that this study can help us make
suitable policy recommendations to
the Government in revamping the
freight transport sector into one that
meets international standards and
regulatory requirements to allow
Pakistan to play an important role in
global value chains.This has truly
been an international partnership and I
am grateful to the TRTA II programme
for facilitating our interaction with
international exper ts for these
activities.
Two Commission officers have
participated in the development of
these modules in January-March
2015. One officer spent time with the
faculty of King's College, London, U.K.
under the guidance of Professor
Christopher Townley. Another officer

spent a three-month internship with
the Directorate General of Competition
in Brussels for the merger review
guidelines and we acknowledge the
contribution of DG COMP in providing
their time and assistance to us, as well
as Ms. Hilary Jennings, who provided
invaluable guidance for this module
and mentored our officer. Our third
officer will be working with the U.S.
Federal Trade Commission in October
2015 for the development of a module
on an effective competition agency
and strengthening our strategic
planning process.
It is my strategic decision to
strengthen the institutional capacity of
the Commission during my tenure as
Chairperson and our work with the ITC
has been beneficial in many ways.

HIGHLIGHTS
PGDCReferenceTextbooksCeremonyinPeshawarandLabVisit

A

ceremony was held at the Agriculture University of
Peshawar (AUP) on 30th July 2015, wherein two
sets of 19 books were handed over to the Vice
Chancellor, Dr. Zahoor Ahmed Swati. These books have
been donated by the Trade Related Technical Assistance
(TRTA) II Programme, funded by the European Union, as
part of their support efforts in establishing a Post
Graduate Diploma Course (PGDC) in Food Safety and
Controls. The books include notable titles like
'Introduction to Food Toxicology' by T. T. Shibamo and
'Quality Management in Food Chains' by E. L. Theuys.and
“HACCP and ISO 22000: Application to foods of Animal
Origin” by Arvanit Oyannis.
This programme will go a long way in introducing the
subject of Food Safety in the Province, as well as setting
up an inspection mechanism for food outlets and dining
premises. The Post Graduate Diploma Course is the 4th

one set up in Pakistan by TRTA II Programme after
previous introductions at the University of Veterinary and
Animal Sciences (UVAS), Lahore, the University of
Agriculture Faisalabad (UAF) and the University of Karachi
UOK).The ceremony was attended by TRTA II Officials
including Mr. Bruno Valanzuolo (Chief Technical Advisor)
and Dr. Ali Abbas Qazilbash.
During his address at the ceremony, Prof. Dr. Zahoor
Ahmad Swati, Vice-Chancellor, AUP, thanked the EU for
funding the TRTA programmes in Pakistan. He
particularlyappreciated the efforts of the UNIDO/TRTA II
international and national experts in setting up the PGDC
at AUP to help address the needs of the province in
strengthening the food safety inspection system linked to
the newly established KPK Food Safety Authority. He
further added that this course will ensure that qualified
personnel enter this field both in the public and private
sectors.

Handing over of reference textbooks
After handing over the books, the TRTA II officials were
given a guided tour of the University and the facilities at the
Department of Food Science and Technology where the
PGD Course in Food Safety & Controls will be conducted.

Farid ulla Khan Quality Manager PCSIR Discussing
the Calibration Services with CTA-TRTA II

Later on in the afternoon, TRTA II officials visited the
PCSIR Laboratory Complex at Peshawar, where they held
meetings with the Director General, Dr. Shah Alam and the
Quality/Technical Management staff of PCSIR led by their
Quality Manager, Mr. Faridullah Khan. The officials were
briefed on the support PCSIR received from TRTA II
Programme for the accreditation of the microbiology,
chemical and calibration laboratories. Afterwards, the

officials visited these newly renovated and recently
accredited laboratories.
TRTA officials were briefed on the laboratories activities
before and after achieving accreditation and were
informed about the increase in clientele, particularly the
interest of MSF, WFP and USAID in using the testing
services of PCSIR Peshawar. In addition, the officials were
invited to visit the laboratories and see the newly
renovated facilities. PCSIR scientists had also developed
a novel filtration system that would help in providing clean
drinking water in flood-affected areas.

TRTA-IISignsaMemorandumofCooperationWiththeAgribusiness
SupportFund(ASF)inIslamabad

T

he European Union funded Trade Related Technical
Assistance II (TRTA II) Program of Pakistan signed a
th
'Memorandum of Cooperation' (MoC) on 6 July,
2015 with the Agribusiness Support Fund (ASF) to
execute a project aimed at economic growth. The ASF is a
not-for-profit company, which has been awarded a
mandate by USAID to implement a 4-year project called
'The Agribusiness Project' (TAP). The project is designed
to address the problems and constraints impeding the
development of the agriculture sector, par ticularly
horticulture and livestock sub-sectors of Pakistan, and to
stimulate private sector investment in these high value
sectors.

The project aims to foster economic growth, create job
opportunities and alleviate poverty in the agribusiness
sector by providing technical assistance and financial
support to stakeholders in the rural as well as urban areas
of Pakistan in order to improve agricultural practices,
increase productivity, improve product quality and value
addition.
Previous interventions made by TRTA II include the
development of 'Codes of Practice' (CoP) to provide
comprehensive guidelines to mango and kinnow farmers,
processors, exporters and other stakeholders involved
with the aim to increase production, maximize profit,
improve quality and reduce losses. TRTA II has identified
three national institutions to work in this area with,
including University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Citrus
Research Institute and Mango Research Station.

TRTA-IIsignsaMemorandumofCooperationwiththeAgribusiness
Members of the TRTA II programme and the EU
delegation at the MoC signing between ASF and TRTA II
SupportFund(ASF)inIslamabad

Signing of Memorandum of Cooperation

Other support services provided by TRTA II includes the
development of Cluster models providing farmers an
environment to meet and network; development of Farmer
Field Schools to educate and enhance the skill set of the
farming community to help improve productivity;
developing a COP Manual for kinnow and mango farming;
development of a guidebook to address Critical Control
Points (CCPs) and providing 20 Horticulture equipment
kits for kinnow and mango farmers. To make all these
initiatives sustainable, TRTA II has undertaken a number of
training sessions including one for future Master Trainers.

Business arrangements along the International
Supply Chain and Trade Corridor and study tours to
European high end markets have also been carried out.
These initiatives by TRTA II will go a long way in increasing
the export potential of Pakistan, with a trickle-down effect
on the farming community.
UNIDO in association with ITC and WIPO is implementing
the Trade Related Technical Assistance (TRTA II)
Programme in Pakistan funded by the European Union
aimed at enhancing the export performance of the country
and its integration into the regional and global economy
through improved competitiveness and by meeting
compliance requirements of international standards.
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HIGHLIGHTS
MangoPromotioninMalaysia

T

he Trade Development Authority of Pakistan
(TDAP)in collaboration with the European
Union (EU) funded Trade Related Technical
Assistance Programme (TRTA II) launched a
campaign in Malaysia in order to promote Pakistani
mangoes as exotic fruit. With almost two million tons
cultivated every year, Pakistan is the sixth largest
producer of mangoes in the world. The mango
season in Pakistan runs from May to September.
Themed as the Pakistan King of Mangoes Festival, the
month-long promotion involved over 30
supermarkets in the Klang Valley and Penang. Many
of the participating supermarkets were well-known
names with stores nationwide, such as Village
Grocer, Econsave, AEON, Giant, Mydin, Tesco, Jaya

Grocer and Cold Storage. Advertising displays were
set up at these supermarkets to promote the festival.
At selected stores, there were sampling booths
manned by promoters to give Malaysians a taste of
just why these fruits are known as the king of
mangoes. In addition to providing samples, the
promoters educated consumers on the unique
attributes of Pakistan mangoes, in particular the rich
aroma and distinct flavour. The end objective is to
graduate the public perception of Pakistan mangoes
from a quality product to a quality brand. By branding
it as “Pakistani Mangoes”, it will increase in market
demand and value.
The campaign started with the Pakistan King of
Mangoes Festival being launched in Kuala Lumpur at
the Sunway Giza Mall on August 1st. The festival then

Syed Hassan Raza, Pakistan High Commissioner to Malaysia; Tan Sri Yusoff Latif, Chairman of the Penang
State Good will Council; Dato’ Seri Farizan, the Penang State Secretary inaugurating the Pakistani mango
festival in Penang

Syed Hassan Raza, the Pakistan High Commissioner
to Malaysia Presenting Mangoes to Kit Chan of TRTA

moved north to Malaysia's second largest city,
Penang, with a special launch event held on August
15th at the Sunshine Square Mall. Both launches
were overseen by the Pakistan High Commissioner to
Malaysia, Syed Hassan Raza, with representation of
Salman Jokhio of TDAP and Kit Chan from TRTA II
Programme, also joined by dignitaries from
Malaysia, Indonesia and the United Kingdom in
attendance. High Commissioner Raza said, “For the
past two years, we have introduced different types of
mangoes – Sindhri and Chaunsa – to Malaysian
consumers. If we are able to bring all the varieties to
Malaysia, I'm sure we can very easily export 1015,000 tonnes here, per annum.“
With a concerted strategic approach provided by the
TRTA II programme, TDAP is confident that the
Pakistan Mango will see even greater demand and
interest from Malaysians in the coming years, and
Malaysians will soon be looking forward every May to
September for the arrival of the king of fruits.

EuropeanUnionVisitsMultanMangoFarms

T

institutions, development of cluster models, training
of Master Trainers, enabling increase in crop yield and
quality, establishment of Hot Water Treatment units
and Market Linkages through international exposure,
participation in trade fairs and by organizing B2B
meetings to help increase exports and bring about
improvements in the supply chain.

he European Union Delegation (EUD) to
Pakistan visited Multan on the 19th of August
2015 to observe the workings of the Trade
Related Technical Assistance II (TRTA II) support
programme for the mango sector in Pakistan. The
delegation comprised of Development Advisors for
Trade and Economic Cooperation, Mr. Michele Rizzi
and Ms. Roshan Ara.
The delegation paid a visit to the Joiya Fruit Farm
Company in Jalalpur Pirwala and the Mango
Research Station (MRS) in Shujabad. They also
witnessed mango processing procedures for export
purposes, including induction of new technology at
the Zarpak Mango Farms and Pack House.
The EUD was accompanied by Mr. Badar ul Islam and
Mr.Aurangzaib from United Nations Industrial
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A group photo of the EU Delegates with Mango
Farmer and Exporter, Mr Farid Khan Khakwani

Development Organization (UNIDO).
TRTA II has assisted the farmers' community in this
region with numerous initiatives; these include
development of Codes of Practice, Farmer Field
Schools, identification and assessment of national

The TRTA II programme continues to provide valuable
support. Their initiatives have changed the lives of
the farming community in the region. As the
programme has been extended, this effort will be
scaled up to more and more farmers helping increase
the national exports of mangos to a wider range
ofcountries and in the process, improve the livelihood
of the people in this area.

TRADEPOLICY
InstitutionalReformAndPolicyCoherenceNeededForExport
Success:SecretaryCommerce

I

nstitutional reform and policy coherence are necessary
for export success; this was the message given by
Mohammad Shahzad Arbab, Secretary Ministry of
Commerce while addressing the inaugural session of a
public private dialogue(PPD) held in Islamabad on 29th
July, 2015. This PPD was organized by PITAD and the
International Trade Centre (ITC) under the EU funded TRTA
II programme. This dialogue was attended by more than
eighty stakeholders from the public sector, private sector
and civil society.
Mr. Arbab stressed on the need to improve coordination
between ministries, departments, organizations and
provincial governments, which are directly or indirectly
supporting the export sector. He hoped that this dialogue
will enable them to support and advance the trade
promotion efforts instead of duplicating them or working
in isolation.
The EU delegation Head of Economic Growth, Mr. Bazin
Benoist highlighted the deep rooted relations between
Pakistan and the EU and vowed that the EU would continue
to suppor t and assist Pakistan for economic
development. He also highlighted the EU GSP plus
scheme, stressing that Pakistan should develop its
productive capacity to fully benefit from the scheme.
Dr. Mohammad Saeed, Senior Advisor Trade Facilitation
and Policy for Business ITC Geneva and Mr. Azher Ali
Chaudhry Director General PITAD, shared the rationale,
objectives and outcomes of the PPD mechanism with the
audience. Mr. Chaudhry highlighted the role of PITAD in
the TRTA II programme in trade policy capacity building in

Sec. MoC Arbab Shehzad, Mr. Bazin (EUD) and Ms. Javeri (Left) at Inaugural Session Of Public Private Dialogue

particular. Dr. Saeed stated that ITC has successfully
institutionalized a PPD mechanism in Pakistan where a
steering committee has been established by the Ministry
of Commerce to hold public private consultations and
provide proposals for trade policy.
The inaugural session was followed by a technical
session, which was chaired and moderated by Mr. Azhar
Ali Chaudhry, Additional Secretary Ministry of Commerce.
Two research studies conducted by independent
researchers and internationally peer reviewed were
presented during the session, which covered institutional
and policy reforms for export success. Salient features of
the studies including issues, challenges and
recommendations to overcome them were covered
during the presentations. Comments were made by the
Secretary TDAP, CEO PHDEC, DG CCP, Vice President
FPCCI, Vice Executive Director SDPI and Advisor ERU,

Ministry of Finance. The panelists highlighted their views
on the research reports, indicated recommendations for
improvement and provided insights about the institutional
landscape in the country. An open house discussion
followed where stakeholders asked questions and raised
issues hindering institutional and policy coherence. The
participants were also requested to complete a policy
reform proposal form so that they have an opportunity to
provide their feedback and recommendations, or highlight
issues in writing.
The research reports containing recommendations for
institutional and policy reforms will be refined and
finalized in light of the discussions at the PPD. PHDEC, DG
CCP, Vice President FPCCI, Vice Executive Director SDPI
and Advisor ERU, Ministry of Finance. The panelists
highlighted their views on

PartnershipwiththeInternationalTradeCentre

C

ompetition Commission of PakistanThe
International Trade Centre has been co-ordinating
the technical assistance of the EU-funded TradeRelated Technical Assistance (TRTA II) programme to the
Commission.
The technical assistance falls into two categories. One
pertains to the development of modules for various target
groups. Given the limited focus on teaching competition
material in academic institutions, the competition law and
economics module is expected to become part of the
curriculum of universities in Pakistan that have started
teaching competition law courses. The Commission has
written to the National University of Science and
Technology and has also approached the National
University of Modern Languages in Islamabad. The
merger clearance module will be implemented for the
benefit of law firms that file applications on behalf of their
clients. These two modules have both external and
internal audience. Not only will they be used for the
capacity development of the Commission's employees
but for key stakeholders also. With ITC's assistance, the
Commission has benefitted from the technical oversight
of King's College London, for the preparation of the
competition law and economics module and from the

Merger Department of Directorate General of Competition
in Brussels. The third module focuses on helping
establish the Commission into an effective competition
agency. It has a more internal orientation to help the
Commission focus on institutionalising performance
excellence. The Commission will be assisted in the
development of this module by the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission.
The ITC is also helping the Commission with two research
studies on the freight transport sector and Competition
Policy Co-operation in South Asia. The transport sector
study is relevant in light of the development of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor. The assessment of
competition law and consumer protection in South Asia
may lead to the establishment of a Competition Law and
Consumer Protection Policies for All (COMPAL)
programme in the South Asia region with the assistance of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD). This would help create a common platform
from which SAARC countries to establish a competition
regulators' forum to work together for a competitive
market economy that should benefit more than 1.5 billion
people living in the South Asia region.
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INSTITUTIONALCAPACITYBUILDING
Workshop:RoadmapforimplementationofactivitiesbytheKPKFood
SafetyAuthority

T

he BPA process is simple methodology to elicit,
document, and analyses the existing “as-is”
business processes involved in international trade,
as well as an aid in developing recommendations for
further improvement. It can identify the documentary,
regulatory, and infrastructure challenges and show where
the bottlenecks exist. The BPA will, for example, list which
agencies are involved, how many documents are needed
at each stage, how many stamps and signatures are
required. The BPA will describe where time and cost could
be reduced.
TRTAII has established an MoU with the Health
Department for technical assistance to build the capacity
of the food safety system of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Food Safety Authority, established by an Act of the
Provincial Assembly in 2014.A request was received to
provide technical assistance for the preparation of a road
map for the setting up and launch of the Authority. A
meeting was held with DG, Deputy Director and key staff
of Health Services, Depar tment of Health Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Government, along with other colleagues
from the Government of KP representing Agriculture and
Livestock and Food Departments. Discussions were held
and advice delivered.
UNIDO and EU funded Trade Related Technical Assistance
Programme (TRTA II) arranged a training session for the
officials of KPK government, on 30th September 2015 at
PC Peshawar.
The aim of the workshop was to train the officials who will
be involved in the institutional development of the KPK
Food Authority. Dr. Ian Goulding headed the workshop. He
is an International Expert in SPS and has worked in
different countries all around the world for the

Ian Goulding Presenting The Road Map For Implementation Of Activities for KPK Food Safety Authority
strengthening of SPS controls.
The principal objective of the TRTA II Programme is that,
through discussions amongst the key stakeholders from
the Departments of Health, Food and Agriculture, as well
as private sector food business operators and civil society
representatives, an outline of a roadmap for the
development of a Food Safety Authority be developed and
to establish three working groups amongst these
participants, under the leadership of the Directorate of
Health. These working groups will work in tandem to
propose revisions in the rules and regulations,
institutional capacity building and development and food
safety policy and strategy. The working groups will meet

on a periodic basis to
discuss these aspects and formulate comprehensive and
implement able recommendations. This will result in the
establishment of Food Authority that conforms to best
international practices and reflects the ground reality of
ensuring compliance to food safety, animal and plant
health.
Strengthening SPS controls aims at development of a
Federal Food Safety Animal and Plant Health Regulatory
Authority with implementing arms (Provincial Food
Authority) in the provinces. This will, at the same time,
help the Pakistani agro-based industry to prove
compliance to SPS measures,reduce rejection rates and
allow better market access.
Participants of this workshop included representatives
from Health Department, Public Health officials from the
DHO, Food and Sanitary inspectors from the DHO;
Agriculture Department; Directorate of Animal Health;
CEO Euro Industries, President of Kissan Alliance,
representatives for Frontier Hotel & Restaurants; Karwan
and Hotel Association, as well as senior faculty members
from Depar tment of Food Science & Technology,
Agriculture University of Peshawar.
A draft strategic action plan (Road Map) was prepared and
delivered to include: a) new legislation on technical
regulations b) design of the organisation structure,
functions and recruitment plan; c) role of laboratories d)
equipment and e) implementation and organisation of the
control system.
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INSTITUTIONALCAPACITYBUILDING
CompetitionAdvocacy–Pakistan'sExperience

C

ompetitive markets and the protection of
consumers from anti-competitive activities
remain at the heart of CCPs enforcement and
advocacy efforts. Since 2007, CCP's competition
advocacy efforts have been centred on two constructs;
consistent and transparent enforcement of competition
rules and knowledge-based awareness. As a new
competition agency back then, CCP's focus was to
educate policy makers, regulators, and businesses
about the contemporary competition law in the country.
To do so, CCP employed all the usual and necessary
tools for advocacy (press releases, conferences,
seminars etc.), policy change (opinions and policy
notes) and business compliance (voluntary competition
compliance code).
Eight years later, CCP is going beyond knowledgebased awareness. This means that while routine
advocacy initiates will continue, CCP will start focusing
on creating partnerships and strategic outreach with
relevant domestic and international partners. Within
Pakistan the two-fold aim of this change will be to, (i)
explain the potential advantages of competition to those
whose principal focus is on other policy objectives, and
(ii) achieving cross-sector regulatory compliance with
minimal duplication or burden on businesses. Some
partners identified are sector regulators, academic
institutions, and business and trade communities. To
offer some examples, CCP is already working closely

Syed Umair Javed Presenting Pakistan’s case at Competition Commission Of Pakistan
with the Securities and Exchange Commission of
Pakistan to streamline the process of reviewing
mergers & acquisition, and will partner with the
Privatization Commission to ensure that public
monopolies do not turn into private ones, which has
happened in the past. An agreement with the country's
procurement regulator is also in the offing to jointly
tackle bid rigging in public procurement. It will also work

with colleges and universities to develop courses on
competition law, economics, and policy. Internationally,
CCP is directing efforts to create a competition and
consumer protection policy programme in South Asia
with the help of international organisations and regional
competition agencies.

Pakistan'sExperiencewithBidRigginginPublicProcurement

P

akistan has not remained immune to the harmful
effects of bid rigging in public procurement, said
the delegation of the Competition of Pakistan
who attended the OECD-Korea Policy Centre's
workshop on bid rigging in public procurement in April
2015.
It is estimated that bid rigging causes a loss from
anywhere between US$ 38 billion to US$ 65 billion of
loss to the country's exchequer every year. This
translates to 15% to 25% of the country's GDP but
regardless of the figure, such a quantum of procurement
necessitates strict measures against anti-competitive
practices. It is important that public money is used in an
efficient, effective and economically advantageous
manner.
The manner in which bids are rigged in Pakistan is no
different from the ways bid rigging generally happens.
Either a winner is pre-determined and the other
competitors give bids that are deficient in some aspect
or all bidders give bids that are so similar to each other

that any technical evaluation becomes irrelevant.
Pakistan established a Public Procurement Regulatory
Authority in 2004, which developed a code of ethics for
procurement activities in Pakistan based on
international best practices. The Public Procurement
Rule 2004, aims at encouraging transparency inthe

CCP Delegation at Workshop In OECD Korea
procurement process.
The Competition Commission of Pakistan will be signing
a Memorandum of Understanding with the Public
Procurement Authority. Par tnership between the

procurement regulator and the competition agency at
the pre- and post-bidding stages would help minimise
risks of corruption and collusion in bidding. While the
PPRA has access to relevant data, the Competition
Commission has the ability to tackle collusive activities
under the Competition Act 2010. Both agencies plan
advocacy activities to improve the efficiency of public
procurement. These include educating people on the
possible harm and cost of fraud and collusion, and
educating public procurement officials about what they
should look for in order to to detect bid rigging, types of
fraud associated with government procurement, and
what they can do to protect themselves.
The Competition Commission of Pakistan has tackled a
number of cases involving collusive bidding practices.
In February 2015, it held an open hearing on
procurement issues in the power sector and gave its
recommendations to the Government of Pakistan.
Details of all these are available on the Commission's
website – cc.gov.pk
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SECTORALSUPPORT
ImpactOfSSHWTInTheMangoSector

F

sending safe (hot water treated-fruit fly free) mango to high
end markets, and on the other hand the concept of safe
mango has also been introduced in the Pakistani markets.

ruit flies have been major threat mango growerers
and exporters of Pakistan, as they attack the fruit at
ripening stage. In order to avoid potential loss and
retain a clean environment, which is polluted by extensive
pesticide usage, the management of fruit flies through an
integrated biological approach is most appropriate.

The TRTA II Programme received a letter of appreciation
from one of the mango farms after they sent a shipment of
mangoes to Houston and received a positive feedback.

Biological control of fruit flies minimizes the incidence but
it does not guarantee their complete eradication. So there
is need of an effective post-harvest processing technique.
Extended Hot Water Treatment (HWT), Vapor Heat
Treatment (VHT) and Irradiation are the three effective
techniques being used for killing the fruit fly eggs in the
mango fruit. These Small-Scale Hot Water Treatment

SSHWT Installed At ZARPAK Consortium
(SSHWT) units have the ability to control the fruit fly
infestation by killing the eggs and maggots present inside
the fruit. It is a very simple unit with a heating source, fruit
holding tank and a water circulation unit. This is a very
basic, valuable and cost effective technique and works
successfully to control the post-harvest losses.
TRTA II supported some Pakistani mango experts to attend
a training course on Post Har vest Technology
Management and Extension at Post Harvest Training and
Research Centre, University of the Philippines from 6-15
April 2014. TRTA II also submitted a proposal, with detailed
specifications for the installation of Small-Scale Hot Water
Treatment (SSHWT) units at selected farm clusters that
would effectively address a fruit fly infestation, at farm
level and also in the export consignments.

Box of Pakistani Mangoes Shipped to Houston

This SSHWT unit has brought a great change in the
Pakistan mango industry. On one hand the country is

CSRandProcessControlInterventioninIndustrialSectors
Implementation Of CSR In The Surgical Sector

A

s a result of TRTA-II programme, it was closely
observed and deemed necessary to highlight the
underlying reasons as far as companies' internal
culture, government policy and regulatory framework are
concerned. Urgent initiatives on a larger scale including all
the stakeholders have become indispensable for the salvation
of thousands of jobs and the very existence of SME sectors in
the long run. The following aspects need consideration while
embarking on such large scale initiatives:
§

Lack of top management commitment, limited
resources, fear of change, work overload, lack of
comprehensive quality improvement education and lack
of staff involvement to develop continuous improvement
culture, inter alia, have been the identified as key
barriers.

§

There is little or no data collection on the part of SMEs to
monitor their performance in terms of quality and
productivity KPIs. As variation is present in any
production system, it is an absolute requirement to
collect productivity and quality performance data of the
processes. This would lead to analysis and
subsequently to improvement in resolutions.

§
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The issues pertaining to Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) at SME level; in the eyes of SME owners there is
no attraction to invest in the improvement of working

Ladies Packing Surgical Instruments at a Surgical Manufacturing Unit
conditions, unless they are provided with the necessary
support to improve their productivity and product quality
levels. By improving their productivity and quality they
can reduce the cost of their production and can spare
resources to be utilized to improve the working condition

and be more responsible to the environment.
The TRTA II Programme, through its activitieshas been able
to create success stories realizing healthy improvements in
terms of Productivity, Quality and CSR.

RegionalTrade
BusinessProcessAnalysis:SurgicalSector

T

he BPA process is simple methodology to elicit,
document, and analyses the existing “as-is”
business processes involved in international trade,
as well as an aid in developing recommendations for
further improvement. It can identify the documentary,
regulatory, and infrastructure challenges and show where
the bottlenecks exist. The BPA will, for example, list which
agencies are involved, how many documents are needed
at each stage, how many stamps and signatures are
required. The BPA will describe where time and cost could
be reduced.
Surgical Instruments from Pakistan are expor ted
worldwide and have gained acclaim for their quality and
competitive prices. The exports of the sector account for
1.2% of the GDP of Pakistan, a modest figure reflecting the
small size of the industry that is concentrated in and
around Sialkot.
The exports of the sector have grown significantly over the
past few years, registering an increase of $49 million in
annual exports between 2008-09 and 2013-14. There is
potential for further growth in exports, worldwide as well
as within the region.
At present, however, a vast majority of the surgical
instruments exporters find it less cumbersome to export to
the EU and USA than in the region, owing mainly to the
various NTBs in exporting surgical instruments to China,
India, Iran, and Afghanistan. As part of the Regional Trade
component of TRTA II,a Business Process Analysis (BPA)
exercise is being carried out in the surgical instruments
supply chain to map the business processes and to
identify the bottlenecks that arise while exporting in the
region.

The National Expert in Regional Trade recently met with
two surgical instruments' exporters in Sialkot to carry out
preliminary meetings for the BPA. During these meetings,
the exporters gave a brief overview of their business
processes and discussed the NTBs associated with
regional trade. The foremost issue is a lack of knowledge
about the registration processes in Russia and China,
creating a barrier for trade with these two major surgical
instruments importers.
Moreover, Pakistan is not included in the list of Trade
Agreements Act (TAA) designated countries, which
hampers exports when a buyer specifies the use of
forgings made in a TAA country to be used in the
manufacturing process.

Maryam Saba and Qaser Meeting With Surgical Instruments Exporters

Furthermore, there is no sterilization facility in Pakistan,
which means the surgical instruments currently being
exported by Pakistan only fetch one-third of their actual
value. If the government were to install such a common
sterilization and packaging facility, through public-private
funding, it will boost the surgical instruments exports
three-folds. At the same time, the return on investment
would be instantaneous.
The BPA will identify all such bottlenecks and the final
report, with recommendations will be shared with the
Ministry of Commerce, Pakistan Institute of Trade and
Development (PITAD), and all concerned public and
private sector stakeholders.

CSRandProcessControlInterventioninIndustrialSectors
The following process flow chart was developed by the
National Expert after the initial BPA meeting with Durable
Hospital Supplies:

TRTA II will be focusing on four main aspects, particularly
including:
1. Commercial Contract
2. Transportation: In-land/ air, ocean, land freight
3. Regulatory Process: Certificates and documents required
4. Financial Contract and money transaction process.

TRTA II will get the more details on these processes in the
following planned visits, after which the programme will
start mapping it diagrammatically.
According to the traders, the entire trade process takes no
more than three to four days, as air freight is utilized, and
there is no land BCP issue either.

A lady Quality Inspector doing Final inspection at a surgical instruments manufacturing unit being
provided with guidance on Process Control and CSR

The BPA will identify all such bottlenecks and include in the
final report, with recommendations. This report will then
be shared with the Ministry of Commerce, Pakistan
Institute of Trade and Development (PITAD), and all
concerned public and private sector stakeholders.
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STAKEHOLDERS'FORUM
M Abdul Aleem
CE/Secretary General,
Overseas Investors Chamber
of Commerce and Industry,
Karachi, Pakistan.

The Overseas Investors Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (OICCI) has had the
privilege of enjoying a long history of
mutually beneficial relationship with the
Competition Commission of Pakistan
(CCP). This association has been strongly
cemented in recent years by regular
interaction between the OICCI and CCP on
various matters of interest for foreign
investors. The CE/Secretary General of the
OICCI is also a member of the CCP
Consultative Group.
CCP has regularly recognized the key role
played by OICCI in promoting FDI in
Pakistan. Chairperson and the CCP
members have had regular face to face
interaction with existing foreign investors,
being members of OICCI, so as to promote

healthy and ethical competitive practices in
Pakistan. Besides improving awareness on
key provisions of Competition Act 2010 vs
the Competition Act 2007, the CCP has
also explained to our members finer points
on the issue of mergers and acquisitions,
lessons to be learnt from ongoing CCP
enforcement actions as well as sharing
knowledge to facilitate voluntar y
compliance by our members.
OICCI was pleased to learn that, with the
support of TRTA II,the Commission has
adopted a compliance-oriented approach
in cases dealing with Office of Fair Trading
(OFT), i.e. deceptivemarketing practices,
and so far, hundred percent compliance
has been achieved.During the interaction,
CCP Chairperson has also highlighted
CCP's regular interaction with government

Dr. Vaqar Ahmed
Deputy Executive Director
Sustainable Development
Policy Institute, Islamabad,
Pakistan

OICCI was pleased to learn that, with the support of TRTA II,
the Commission has adopted a compliance-oriented approach
in cases dealing with Office of Fair Trading (OFT), i.e. deceptive
marketing practices, and so far, hundred percent compliance
has been achieved.
departments and advocacy for government
policies that were competitive and neutral.
A crucial element in this advocacy strategy
is the issuance of non-binding advice to
government departments in the form of
Policy Notes. OICCI members were also
informed that in order to align its
regulations and processes in line with the
requirement of Competition Act 2010, CCP
has revised the (I) Competition (Leniency)
Regulations 2013 (ii) Competition
(Exemption) Regulations 2014 (iii) and
C o m p e t i t i o n ( Re w a r d Pa y m e n t t o
Informants) Regulations 2014, amongst
many others.
As a key stakeholder of CCP, OICCI was
happy to note that the good work of the CCP
received international recognition on
various forums including a 'Fair' rating in
independent evaluation by the Global
Competition Review (GCR) in 2010 and
2011, and was also shortlisted by GCR for
the Enforcement Award in the category

It is impor tant to mention that the
knowledge about competitive markets
and consumer rights could not have taken
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ground without the reform of competition
regime in the country.
“The Competition Act 2010 (which
governs Competition Commission of
Pakistan) ensures 'that competitive
forces are unhindered in all spheres of
commercial and economic activity to
enhance economic efficiency and to
protect consumers from anti-competitive
behaviour across Pakistan.”
The three key departments within the
Competition Commission are Cartels and
Trade Abuses; Mergers and Acquisitions;
and the Office of Fair Trade. They ensure
that domestic commerce in the country
has a level playing field and that

Overall, OICCI highly appreciates that
despite being a regulatory body, the CCP
has a close working relationship with
stakeholders and is consistently playing an
impor tant role in promoting healthy
competition and creating a level playing
field for businesses.
“OCCI is the oldest business Chamber of
South Asia, with 195 members from 35
countries, who are amongst the leading
MNCs of the world, operating in 14
business sectors in Pakistan. 57 members
are listed on the Karachi Stock exchange
and 50 members are associates of Global
fortune 500 largest companies of the
world. Approximately one-third of
government taxes/levies are collected
from OICCI members and most of the top
box payers of Pakistan are OCCI
members.”

The TRTA programme has been instrumental in strengthening the
research and analytical capacity to the CCP This will no doubt
help CCP to carry out the required research for improving the
competition regime. The onus also lies with the civil society
think tanks such as, SDPI to ensure that CCP carries out quality
research work.
consumers have some recourse against
deceptive marketing practices.

The period between 2002 and 2012 has
seen an immense rise in a new power
c e n t r e , n a m e l y, c i v i l s o c i e t y
organizations. The latter also includes a
nascent segment representing the
consumer representatives and
associations. After decades of advocacy
and legislative effor ts, the country
embarked on giving legal rights to
consumers and access to market
information. The Right to Information
(RTI) Act has further strengthened the
movement towards increased market
transparency and regulation.

'Agency of the Year – Asia-Pacific, Middle
East and Africa' for 2012.

Despite these reform effor ts, the
commission continues to face resistance
in its independent working. For example
there are legal lacunas that prevent the
commission to conclusively charge and
dismantle cartels. There are cases which
commission initiates against ill practices
which end up getting blocked in the
judicial realm. There is an urgent need that
the Law and Justice Commission of
Pakistan should enhance the
understanding of the current brass of
judiciary in market norms, consumer
protection and a competition regime that
can lure investment in dynamic sectors of
the economy.

Further research is also required on how
improvements in competition regime in
the country can lead to better trade gains.
There is evidence that exports that are not
produced under heavy protection can in
turn lead to trade-led investments in the
country and hence improved growth and
job prospects.
T h e T RTA p r o g r a m m e h a s b e e n
instr umental in strengthening the
research and analytical capacity to the
CCP. This will no doubt help CCP to carry
out the required research for improving
the competition regime. The onus also lies
with the civil society think tanks such as,
SDPI to ensure that CCP carries out
quality research work.

LINKSANDRESOURCES
CCP RECOMMENDS GOVERNMENT TO RATIONALIZE DUTY ON IMPORTED STEEL BILLETS

RS. 140M FINE IMPOSED ON AUTOMAKERS BY CCP

The Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) has issued a policy note to the
government, recommending it to amend the Statutory Regulatory Order (SRO) 18(I)/2015
pertaining to 15% regulatory duty on imported steel billets.

The Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) slapped Rs. 140 million penalty on
Pakistan Automobile Manufacturers Authorized Dealers Association (Pamada) for
cartelization and price fixing. The penalty has been imposed on three relevant markets of
body repairs and paint jobs, genuine automobile spare parts, and trained and experienced
sales and technical staff.

For details
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/business/09-Oct-2015/ccp-recommends-govt-torationalise-duty-on-imported-steel-billets

http://www.dawn.com/news/1175921

CCP FOR MONITORING COMMISSION TO CONTROL PRICES

GUIDANCE ON INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS TO ENHANCE PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS

In order to control price hike for food commodities, the Competition Commission of
Pakistan (CCP) has recommended the government for establishing a monitoring
commission to decide timely import and export permissions, fix support price of declining
crops and maintain a security buffer stock to counter supply shortages.

At its annual meeting, the International Competition Network (ICN) adopted guidance on
investigative process in competition cases and approved new work on international
merger enforcement cooperation, legal theories in tying and bundling investigations, and
interaction with government procurement agencies, the Federal Trade Commission
announced today.

For details
http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-2-346001-CCP-for-monitoringcommission-to-control-prices

For details
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2015/05/international-competitionnetwork-adopts-guidance-investigative

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
Border Inspection Post Manual

The IETF intellectual property rights rules are defined in RFC 3979, "Intellectual Property
Rights in IETF Technology" (updated by RFC4879, "Clarification of the Third Party
Disclosure Procedure in RFC 3979"). The procedures for how the IETF handles subpoenas
can be found at

This document is intended as a guide only and specific provisions should be checked in
the relevant legislation, which can be found in the Compendium of Veterinary Checks. It
may be distributed in part or as a whole to persons who would benefit from its content.

http://iaoc.ietf.org/subpoena.html.

For Details
https://www.gov.uk/government/.../border-inspection-post-bip-manual

For Details
https://www.ietf.org/ipr/

THE COMPETITION ACT OF 2010
MThe Competition Act, 2010 (CA '10) is a state of the art modern law which gives the
Competition Commission of Pakistan legal and investigative instruments and powers to
engender free competition in all spheres of commercial and economic activity, enhance
economic efficiency, and to protect consumers from anticompetitive behavior.
For details
http://www.cc.gov.pk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=60&Itemid
=110

GUIDE ON PROTECTION FROM ANTI-COMPETITIVE PRACTICES
IIn the last two decades, a number of developing and transitional economies have adopted
competition law. This rapid proliferation of competition regimes across the globe is driven
by trade liberalization of the concomitant need to protect the rights of businesses and
consumers at large. Competitive markets have direct nexus with consumer welfare.
Rivalry serves as the main impetus for businesses to enhance productivity and gain
greater market shares through lowering prices, product innovation and improved quality.

For details
http://www.cc.gov.pk/images/Downloads/research_and_publications/efn_ccp_protecti
on_from_anti_competitive_practices.pdf

KEYTRADE-RELATEDSTATISTICS
S.
No
1

Indicator
Pakistan Food Inflation

2

Pakistan Consumer Confidence

3

Pakistan External Debt

4
5

Gross Domestic Product-Industry
(Current Prices)
Remittances

Values
Previous

Latest

4.65
(Aug 2014)

(0.57)
(Aug 2015)

142.26
(Jul 2014)
65606 Million US$
(Jul- 2014)

150.16
(Jul 2015)
65147 Million US$
(Jul-2015)

4,995.554 Billion PKR
(FY 2014)

4,904.064 Billion PKR
(FY2015)

4249 Million US$
(Apr-Jun 2014)

5125 Million US$
(Apr-Jun 2015)

6

Pakistan Competitiveness Rank
(Out of 144 Economies)

124
( 2014)

133
(Sep 2015)

7

Pakistan Corruption Rank

127
(2014)

126
(2015)

8

Ease of doing business in Pakistan

110
(2014)

128
(Sep 2015)

90.86 Million
(FY-2014)

92.67 Million
(FY-2015)

9

Female Population

Source: http://www.sbp.org.pk/
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UPCOMINGEVENTS
Ÿ

Workshop on Sectoral Competitiveness, Value Chain & Market Analysis on 7th October, 2015.

Ÿ

3-day training of PFA Food Safety Officers on inspection procedures and in situ training at food business establishment (03-05 October 2015)

Ÿ

Public Private Dialogue (PPD) on going beyond the GSP plus to maintain status and enhance trade with the EU on 7th October, 2015.

Ÿ

Training for Master Trainers in Kinnow Sector starting 13th October, 2015.

Ÿ

International Expert, Wouter Put visit for Process Control & CSR.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ÿ

Workshop held on building roadmap for implementation of activities by KPK Food & Safety Authority.

Ÿ

European Union delegates visited Multan Mango Farms.

Ÿ

TRTA is identifying opportunities to support business environment reforms in selected sectors.

Ÿ

Pakistan shows its sweet side to Malaysia through a Mango launch.

Ÿ

BPA launched in surgical & rice sectors to promote Regional Trade

CONTACTADDRESSES
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Development Advisor
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(TRTA II) Programme
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International Trade Center (ITC)
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